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ABSTRACT

Long waves are affected by bottom topography and under certain conditions 
may be trapped along topographical contours which then act as wave guides 
transmitting wave energy for great distances with little loss. This study 
examines waves trapped along a submerged ridge described by straight parallel 
bottom contours which in cross section are composed of constant-slope 
segments bounded on either side by constant-depth segments. Solutions are 
found for time harmonic waves periodic in the along-ridge direction and of 
exponential decay behavior normal to the ridge over the constant-depth 
segments. Over the linearly varying topography describing the ridge, the 
solution is in terms of two Kummer (or Whittaker) functions. For a given 
geometry, a dispersion equation is obtained relating the wave frequency to the 
along-ridge wavenumber for trapped waves. A constant Coriolis parameter is 
included. but primary interest is on class I (high-frequency) waves. A 
comparison of cutoff frequencies predicted for this piecewise continuous ridge 
and those for a segmented constant-depth ridge is made, and the appropriate 
scaling factors between the two results are discussed. Comparisons of the 
phase and group velocities are also made for these cases.
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